HAPPY NEW YEAR!!

We hope everyone had a fun and relaxing holiday break, and are ready to jump back in to some Kid’s Zone FUN!!! We’re going to hunker down for the winter in our warm school and slide right back in to cool crafts, winter science experiments, a looming bracelet club, dodge ball Friday, reading for hot cocoa, and our 2nd annual reading contest. (More info below)

Shellie Wilson ~ 816-736-5402 or shellie.wilson@lps53.org

READING FOR HOT COCOA/CONTEST

We actually started this in November. (a little earlier than last year) The kiddos were so anxious and excited to get a head start! Each week upon reading their required minutes they get to enjoy a cup of hot cocoa on Friday.

For the contest, there is running total of minutes read all the way to May. Two weeks before school lets out there will be a winner picked from each grade. Those winners will get to choose from a variety of pictures of cute cuddly farm animals that were painted by our own Ms. Tami!

UPCOMING DATES TO REMEMBER

*1/15 - Kid’s Zone Closed
*2/16 - KZ Full Day @ LO
*2/19 - Kid’s Zone Closed
*3/21 - 2 Hr. Early Release
*3/22 - Kid’s Zone Closed
*3/25-3/28 - Spring Break (KZ @ LO)
*3/29 - Kid’s Zone Closed

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

*Per District and School Policy, all Parents or Guardians must ring the doorbell and receive clearance before entering the building to drop off/pick up their student. Please, do not hold the door open for anyone, even if you know them. Thank you for helping keep our students safety a top priority.

*Per School Policy, Parents, Guardians and Students may not enter classrooms before or after school, Thank you for your understanding.
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